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Before college, before responsibilities, Hadley Beauman and best friend Lily are determined to have a
summer to remember.

There will be all the usual dramas - ex-boyfriends who don't seem to know what 'ex' means, pesky younger
brothers with unrequited crushes, but what Hadley didn't anticipate was the out-of-the-blue return of the
seriously hot boy-next-door, Will Carson. The boy who broke her heart when he skipped town two years
ago.

Will may have shot up a foot and filled out (oh yes), but inside he carries the weight of guilt - for leaving, for
coming back… Now he's just passing through to tie up loose ends but it's clear the old chemistry still
crackles between him and Hadley. Trouble is, it's built on two years of lies…

This summer might just be the best time of their lives, but is Hadley ready for everything to change - again?

Praise for Katlyn Duncan's The Life After series

‘I really loved this book. From the first page I was totally hooked and couldn’t put it down until I was
finished.’ - Dark Faerie Tales on Soul Taken

‘Soul Taken is a BRILLIANT read! …I fell in love with make everything about reading Soul Taken special
and unique. This is one of those books to look out for.’ - A Diary of a Book Addict

'Katlyn Duncan’s YA debut, Soul Taken, is a thrilling ride that will leave you breathless…’ - Jennifer
Murgia, author of the ANGEL STAR series & BETWEEN THESE LINES

‘I loved every page of Soul Possessed … ONE of the best I’ve read this year!’ – Dark Novella

'The plot was original and I did not see some things coming. The writing was spectacular… There was the
perfect amount of angst, tension, and passion all blended together.’ – Tween 2 Teen Books on Soul
Possessed

'Soul Possessed takes this story to a whole new level. In this book, the stakes have been raised, extra layers
have been added to a story that will keep you glued to its pages…’ – Realm of the Shappired Dragon

'absolutely epic conclusion to this series… Katlyn Duncan has a fan in me and I can't wait to see what she
has planned next!' - The Best Books Ever on Soul Betrayed

'Soul Betrayed was a perfect ending to the series. … I was lost in the story, from the first page to the last.
I only wish that maybe there will be more from this world that Duncan created so magically.' - Polished
Readers

' a wonderful conclusion to The Life After series. Fans of the series, you won't be disappointed. And, YA
lovers, this is a series worth checking out.' - Imagine a World on Soul Betrayed
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From reader reviews:

Darlene Trevino:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have considerably more or little spare time? Yep,
you can choose the suitable activity to get spend your time. Any person spent their very own spare time to
take a stroll, shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or perhaps read a book called This
Summer? Maybe it is to get best activity for you. You already know beside you can spend your time using
your favorite's book, you can wiser than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have some other
opinion?

James Lightle:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray an individual, why because this This Summer book written by well-
known writer who really knows well how to make book that may be understand by anyone who have read
the book. Written inside good manner for you, dripping every ideas and composing skill only for eliminate
your own hunger then you still uncertainty This Summer as good book not merely by the cover but also by
the content. This is one guide that can break don't evaluate book by its handle, so do you still needing
another sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already told you so why
you have to listening to another sixth sense.

Cheryl Ruiz:

Many people spending their time frame by playing outside along with friends, fun activity together with
family or just watching TV the entire day. You can have new activity to pay your whole day by reading a
book. Ugh, do you think reading a book can definitely hard because you have to bring the book everywhere?
It all right you can have the e-book, bringing everywhere you want in your Cell phone. Like This Summer
which is obtaining the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's find.

Daryl Pena:

Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your best book? Or your book seemed to be rare? Why
so many problem for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy regarding reading. Some people
likes reading, not only science book but also novel and This Summer or others sources were given expertise
for you. After you know how the good a book, you feel desire to read more and more. Science reserve was
created for teacher or students especially. Those publications are helping them to put their knowledge. In
some other case, beside science book, any other book likes This Summer to make your spare time much
more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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